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Unit-1 

Historical Development 

 

"Cloud computing" concepts date back to the 1950s when large-scale mainframes were made available to 

schools and corporations. The mainframe's colossal hardware infrastructure was installed in what could 

literally be called a "server room" (since the room would generally only be able to hold a single mainframe), 

and multiple users were able to access the mainframe via "dumb terminals" – stations whose sole function 

was to facilitate access to the mainframes. Due to the cost of buying and maintaining mainframes, an 

organization wouldn't be able to afford a mainframe for each user, so it became practice to allow multiple 

users to share access to the same data storage layer and CPU power from any station. By enabling shared 

mainframe access, an organization would get a better return on its investment in this sophisticated piece of 

technology. 

 

 

Figure: 1.1 History of Cloud Computing 

 

A couple decades later in the 1970s, IBM released an operating system called VM that allowed admins on 

their System/370 mainframe systems to have multiple virtual systems, or "Virtual Machines" (VMS) on a 

single physical node. The VM operating system took the 1950s application of shared access of a mainframe to 

the next level by allowing multiple distinct compute environments to live in the same physical environment. 

Most of the basic functions of any virtualization software that you see nowadays can be traced back to this 

early VM OS: Every VM could run custom operating systems or guest operating systems that had their "own" 

memory, CPU, and hard drives along with CD-Roms, keyboards and networking, despite the fact that all of 

those resources would be shared. "Virtualization" became a technology driver, and it became a huge catalyst 

for some of the biggest evolutions in communications and computing. 
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In the 1990s, telecommunications companies that had historically only offered single dedicated point–to-

point data connections started offering virtualized private network connections with the same service 

quality as their dedicated services at a reduced cost. Rather than building out physical infrastructure to allow 

for more users to have their own connections, telco companies were able to provide users with shared 

access to the same physical infrastructure. This change allowed the telcos to shift traffic as necessary to allow 

for better network balance and more control over bandwidth usage. Meanwhile, virtualization for PC-based 

systems started in earnest, and as the Internet became more accessible, the next logical step was to take 

virtualization online. 

 

 

Figure: 1.2 Model Cloud Configuration 

 

Vision of Cloud Computing 

A cloud is simply a centralized technology platform which provides specific IT services to a selected range of 

users, offering the ability to login from anywhere, ideally from any device and over any connection, including 

the Internet. 

Intercept IT believes that a true cloud computing service is one which removes the traditional barriers which 

exist between software applications, data and devices. In other words, it is the nirvana of computing from a 

use ’s pe spe ti e...  o  eed  to  o   a out  lo atio ,  de i e,  o   t pe  of  connection,  all  the  data  and  

the  software applications required by the user are fully available and the experience remains consistent. The 

highest standards of data protection must be a given, whereby users do not have to think about protecting the 

integrity of the data they use and store. 

Intercept IT provides a broad spectrum of both application delivery services to its clients, ranging from the 

design, implementation and management of private clouds, right through to the provision of hosted cloud 

solutions delivered via Intercepts own, cloud infrastructure. 

Cloud Computing Principles 

Here the top three key principles of cloud computing that struck me as making this topic very relevant, 

interesting and definitely the way of the future: 

 

#1: Abstraction 
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Cloud gives you just a few basic, but well- defined services and that's it. Take it or leave it. "Do you like our 

simple, Restful  interface? Fine, use it!", or: "Oh, you want your own special custom version? Sorry, we don't 

have it. Go away." It's that simple. 

 

So the key point here is that well-defined abstraction layers between clouds and developers/users are the 

grease that lets both sides operate efficiently and completely independent of each other. 

There are three layers of abstraction in clouds: 

• Application as a Service (AaaS): This is what the end-user gets when they use a service like G-Mail,  Drop-Box 

(please make an OpenSolaris version, thanks), the myriads of Facebook apps, SmugMug or even Adobe's online 

photo-shop web service. AaaS services are very popular and there's really no reason to start a new application 

any other way today. 

• Platform as a Service (PaaS): The abstraction layer here is some kind of developer environment, but the 

details of implementation (OS, Hardware, etc.) are completely hidden. You just get a programming language 

and some APIs/Libraries and off you go. This is what Zembly gives you (check it out and create your own 

Facebook app in minutes), or the Google App Engine. This is the development model of the future: Develop 

against the cloud, no need to know the details behind it. 

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): These are the Amazon S3s, EC2s, etc. and we recently introduced our own 

version of IaaS as the Sun Cloud (featuring open interfaces and a lot of Sun technology goodness under the 

hood.) In this model, you get access to a virtual server or virtual storage, treat them like real machines, but the 

physical details of what machine is in what rack or which disks you use are hidden from you.  

#2: Automation 

Automation in the cloud means the developer/user is in complete, automatic control over their resources. No 

human interaction whatsoever, even from a developer/user perspective. Need more servers? Let the load-

balancer tell the cloud how many more to provide. No need to wait for someone to unpack and cable your 

machine, no need to wait for your IT department to find the time to install. Everything is automatic.  

Again, this is a win-win for both sides. While full automation reduces cost and complexity for the cloud 

provider, it puts the developer/user in control. Now you can reduce your time to market for your next rollout 

because you can do it yourself, fully automatic, and you don't need to call anybody, rely on someone else to set 

up stuff for you, or wait days until some minor hardware/software installation is completed. 

#3: Elasticity 

In cloud computing, elasticity is defined as "the degree to which a system is able to adapt to workload changes 

by provisioning and De-provisioning resources in an autonomic manner, such that at each point in time the 

available resources match the current demand as closely as possible". Elasticity is a defining characteristic that 

differentiates cloud computing from previously proposed computing paradigms, such as grid computing. The 

dynamic adaptation of capacity, e.g., by altering the use of computing resources, to meet a varying workload is 

called "elastic computing". 

Example: Sun Cloud expands the business possibilities of the cloud model: You can choose to be the cloud (and 

we'll help you build it), you can choose to build the cloud (for others, out of our cloud components), you can 

build your own cloud (we'll help you build that, too) or you can just use it (the Sun Cloud). Just like we believe 

in open standards, we also believe in partnering, so no matter what your cloud business model is, Sun can 

help. 

Characteristics of Cloud Computing as per NIST 
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Cloud  technology  is  in  the  news  quite  often  these  days,  but  it  still  seems  to  be mysterious and 

confusing to the non-techie crowd.  Cloud options are enticing various industries across the board, which is 

h  it’s i po ta t to k o  its esse tial ha a te isti s as a soft a e offe i g.  He e a e the fi e ai  
characteristics that cloud computing offers businesses today. 

1. On-demand capabilities:   

A business will secure cloud-hosting services through a cloud host provider which could be your usual software 

vendor.  You have access to your services and you have the power to change cloud services through an online 

control panel or directly with the provider.  You can add or delete users and change storage networks and 

software as needed. Typically, you are billed with a monthly subscription or a pay-for-what-you-use scenario.  

Terms of subscriptions and payments will vary with each software provider. 

2. Broad network access:  

Your team can access business   management solutions using their smart phones, tablets, laptops, and 

office computers.  They can use these  devices  wherever  they  are  located  with  a  simple  online  access  

point.   This mobility is particularly attractive for businesses so that during business hours or on off- times, 

employees can stay on top of projects, contracts, and customers whether they are on the road or in the office.  

Broad network access i ludes p i ate louds that ope ate ithi  a o pa ’s fi e all, pu li  louds, o  a 
hybrid deployment. 

3. Resource pooling:   

The cloud enables your employees to enter and use data within the business management software hosted in 

the cloud at the same time, from any location, and at any time.  This is an attractive feature for multiple 

business offices and field service or sales teams that are usually outside the office. 

4. Rapid elasticity: 

If anything, the cloud is flexible and scalable to suit your immediate business needs.  You can quickly and easily 

add or remove users, software features, and other resources. 

5. Measured service:   

Going back to the affordable nature of the cloud, you only pay for what you use.  You and your cloud provider 

can measure storage levels, processing, bandwidth, and the number of user accounts and you are billed 

appropriately.  The amount of resources that you may use can be monitored and controlled from both your 

side a d ou  loud p o ide ’s side hi h p o ides t a spa e cy. 

Cloud Computing Reference Model 

•The NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture consists of five major actors. Each actor plays a role and 

performs a set of activities and functions. The reference architecture is presented as successive diagrams in 

increasing level of detail. 

•Among the five actors, cloud brokers are optional, as cloud consumers may obtain service directly from a 

cloud provider. 

1. Cloud Consumer:  

Person or organization that maintains a business relationship with, and uses service from, Cloud Providers. 

2. Cloud Provider:  
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Person, organization or entity responsible for making a service available to Cloud Consumers.  

3. Cloud Auditor:  

A party that can conduct independent assessment of cloud services, information system operations, 

performance and security of the cloud implementation. 

4. Cloud Broker:  

An entity manages the use, performance and delivery of cloud services, and negotiates relationships between 

Cloud Providers and Cloud Consumers. 

5. Cloud Carrier:  

The intermediary that provides connectivity and transport of cloud services from Cloud Providers to 

Cloud Consumers. 

 

Figure: 1.3 NIST Cloud Reference Model  

Cloud Computing Environments 

More and more organizations are moving services, storage, email, collaboration and applications to the cloud.  

You need to decide whether to choose to support private, public or a hybrid cloud mix. What's the right mix of 

infrastructure (IaaS), platform (PaaS), and application (SaaS) environments for your organization? Where are 

the cost savings? 

• Private Cloud: Which services require the most agility and speed? What's the right balance of standard 

service offerings that will drive the most business value? Do you need to build an internal shared-service 

center? How does a private cloud implementation impact your data center architecture? 

• Public Cloud: Which applications are most likely to move to public cloud delivery models? Will your 

organization bypass your IT department and get its applications from the cloud via software-as-service (SaaS) 

for a monthly pay-per-user-per-month subscription pricing model? 

• Hybrid Cloud: Is hybrid cloud really the future? What level of flexibility do you need to customize, 

manage and monitor your applications? How will the cloud services brokerage role define future IT 
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organizations? 

Cloud Services Requirements 

Today the cloud services have several deficiencies - which from an enterprise perspective are the basic 

requirements for them to consider cloud services. 

1. Availability - with loss less DR 

As a cloud service provider, there will be enormous pressure to minimize costs by optimally utilizing the entire 

IT infrastructure. The traditional Active-Passive DR strategy is very expensive and cost inefficient. Instead, 

service providers will have to create an Active-Active disaster recovery mechanism - where more than one data 

center will be active at all times and ensures that the data and services can be accessed by the customer from 

either of the data centers seamlessly.  

2. Portability of Data & Applications 

As applications are being written on standard platforms - Java, PHP, Python, etc. It should be possible to move 

the customer owned applications from one service provider to another. Customers should also take care to use 

only the open standards and tools, and avoid vendor specific tools. Azure or Google services offers several 

tools/applications/utilities which are valuable - but it also creates a customer locking - as the customer who 

uses these vendors specific tools cannot migrate to another service provider without rewriting the 

applications.  

3. Data Security 

Security is the key concern for all customers - since the applications and the data is residing in the public cloud; 

it is the responsibility of the service provider for providing adequate security. In my opinion security for 

customer data/applications becomes a key differentiator when it comes to selecting the cloud service provider. 

When it comes to IT security, customers tend to view the cloud service providers like they view banks. The 

service provider is totally responsible for user security, but there are certain responsibilities that the customer 

also needs to take.  

4. Manageability 

Managing the cloud infrastructure from the customer perspective must be under the control of the customer 

admin. Customers of Cloud services must be able to create new accounts, must be able to provision various 

services, do all the user account monitoring - monitoring for end user usage, SLA breaches, data usage 

monitoring etc. The end users would like to see the availability, performance and configuration/provisioning 

data for the set of infrastructure they are using in the cloud.  

5. Elasticity 

Customer on Cloud computing have a dynamic computing loads. At times of high load, they need greater 

amount of computing resources available to them on demand, and when the work loads are low, the 

computing resources are released back to the cloud pool. Customer expects the service provider to charge 

them for what they have actually used in the process.  
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6. Federated System  

Customers may have to buy services from several cloud service providers for various services - email from 

Google, online sales transaction services from Amazon and ERP from another vendor etc. In such cases 

customer want their cloud applications to interact with other services from several vendors to provide a 

seamless end to end IT services. In a federated environment there is potentially an infinite pool of resources. 

To build such a system, there should be inter-cloud framework agreements between multiple service 

providers, and adequate charge-back systems in place.  

Cloud and dynamic infrastructure 

For the architect employed with building out a cloud infrastructure, there are seven key requirements that 

need to be addressed when building their cloud strategy. These requirements include: 

1. Heterogeneous Systems Support 

Not only should cloud management solutions leverage the latest hardware, virtualization and software 

solutions, but they should also support a data center's existing infrastructure. While many of the early movers 

based their solutions on commodity and open source solutions like general x86 systems running open source 

Xen and distributions like CentOS, larger service providers and enterprises have requirements around both 

commodity and proprietary systems when building out their clouds. Additionally, cloud management providers 

must integrate with traditional IT systems in order to truly meet the requirements of the data center. 

Companies that don't support technologies from the likes of Cisco, Red Hat, NetApp, EMC, VMware and 

Microsoft will fall short in delivering a true cloud product that fits the needs of the data center.  

2. Service Management 

To productize the functionality of cloud computing, it is important that administrators have a simple tool for 

defining and metering service offerings. A service offering is a quantified set of services and applications that 

end users can consume through the provider — whether the cloud is private or public. Service offerings should 

include resource guarantees, metering rules, resource management and billing cycles. The service 

management functionality should tie into the broader offering repository such that defined services can be 

quickly and easily deployed and managed by the end user. 

3. Dynamic Workload and Resource Management 

In order for a cloud to be truly on-demand and elastic while consistently able to meet consumer service level 

agreements (SLAs), the cloud must be workload- and resource- aware. Cloud computing raises the level of 

abstraction to make all components of the data center virtualized, not just compute and memory. Once 

abstracted and deployed, it is critical that management solutions have the ability to create policies around 

workload and data management to ensure that maximum efficiency and performance is delivered to the 

system running in the cloud. This becomes even more critical as systems hit peak demand. The system must be 

able to dynamically prioritize systems and resources on-the-fly based on business priorities of the various 

workloads to ensure that SLAs are met. 

4. Reliability, Availability and Security 

While the model and infrastructure for how IT services are delivered and consumed may have changed with 

cloud computing, it is still critical for these new solutions to support the same elements that have always been 

important for end users. Whether the cloud serves as a test bed for developers prototyping new services and 

applications or it is running the latest version of a popular social gaming application, users expect it to be 
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functioning every minute of every day. To be fully reliable and available, the cloud needs to be able to continue 

to operate while data remains intact in the virtual data center regardless if a failure occurs in one or more 

components. Additionally, since most cloud architectures deal with shared resource pools across multiple 

groups both internal and external, security and multi-tenancy must be integrated into every aspect of an 

operational architecture and process. Services need to be able to provide access to only authorized users and 

in this shared resource pool model the users need to be able to trust that their data and applications are 

secure. 

5. Integration with Data Center Management Tools 

Many components of traditional data center management sill require some level of integration with new cloud 

management solutions even though the cloud is a new way of consuming IT. Within most data centers, a 

variety of tools are used for provisioning, customer care, billing, systems management, directory, security and 

much more. Cloud computing management solutions do not replace these tools and it is important that there 

are open application programming interfaces (APIs) that integrate into existing operation, administration, 

maintenance and provisioning systems (OAM&P) out of the box. These include both current virtualization tools 

from VMware and Citrix, but also the larger data center management tools from companies like IBM and HP.  

6. Visibility and Reporting 

The need to manage cloud services from a performance, service level, and reporting perspective becomes 

paramount to the success of the deployment of the service. Without strong visibility and reporting 

mechanisms the management of customer service levels, system performance, compliance and billing 

becomes increasingly difficult. Data center operations have the requirement of having real-time visibility and 

reporting capabilities within the cloud environment to ensure compliance, security, billing and charge backs as 

well as other instruments, which require high levels of granular visibility and reporting. 

7. Administrator, Developer and End User Interfaces 

One of the primary attributes and successes of existing cloud- based services on the market comes from the 

fact that self- service portals and deployment models shield the complexity of the cloud service from the end 

user. This helps by driving adoption and by decreasing operating costs as the majority of the management is 

offloaded to the end user. Within the self-service portal, the consumer of the service should be able to manage 

their own virtual data center, create and launch templates, manage their virtual storage, compute and network 

resources and access image libraries to get their services up and running quickly. Similarly, administrator 

interfaces must provide a single pane view into all of the physical resources, virtual machine instances, 

templates, service offerings, and multiple cloud users. On top of core interfaces, all of these features need to 

be interchangeable to developers and third parties through common APIs. 

Cloud Adoption and rudiments 

Cloud Adoption is a strategic move by organizations of reducing cost, mitigating risk and achieving scalability of 

data base capabilities. Cloud adoption may be up to various degrees in an organization, depending on the 

depth of adoption. In fact the depth of adoption yields insight into the maturity of best practices, enterprise-

ready cloud services availability. 

Organizations that go ahead with the strategic decision of adopting cloud based technologies have to identify 

potential security thefts and controls, required to keep the data and applications in the cloud secured. Hence 

there is a need for compliance assessment during cloud adoption. The following measures are taken for 

compliance assessment to ensure security and accountability of data and applications in the cloud services:  
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 Matching the security requirements of the organization with the security capabilities of the cloud 

service provider 

 Analyzing the security policies of the cloud service provider along with history of transparency and 

security related practices 

 Proper understanding of the technical aspects of data and traffic flow 

 Proper understanding and documentation of the roles and responsibilities of the cloud service provider 

 Understanding of the certifications and compliances that can be leveraged from the cloud service 

provider 

Key elements in adopting cloud: 

#Investment 

One critical element of your business that requires a significant investment is your infrastructure. Looking 

to a cloud-based solution can allow you to focus your important resources on the business while leaving 

your infrastructure in the hands of an experienced team. 

 

#Scalability 

As your business grows, the last thing you want to have to worry about is the ability of your infrastructure 

to scale. The key to finding and partnering with a cloud-based service is picking an organization that is 

devoted to improving their own capacity. Doing so will positively affect your ability to grow with limited 

interruption. 

 

#Predictable Expenses 

Looking to a cloud-based service provider gives you the ability to predict and plan for a consistent expense. 

Even as you scale and grow, real-time insight allows you to precisely allocate funds towards growth 

initiatives. 

Overview of Cloud Applications 

1. ECG Analysis in Cloud 

Our objective is to propose an architecturally generic Cloud-based system to accommodate multiple scenarios 

where patients need to be remotely monitored and recorded data must be analyzed by a computing system 

and become available to be visualized by specialists or by the patients themselves. Although our design and 

prototype are generic to accommodate several use cases, in this paper, we focus on one motivational case, 

namely:  the monitoring of patients who suffer from cardiac arrhythmias, requiring continuous episode 

detection.  Electrocardiogram (ECG) data from commodity wearable sensors are obtained in real-time and used 

to perform episode detection and classification. 

The overall functionality of an ECG monitoring and analysis system involves the following steps: 

1. A patient is equipped with a wireless ECG sensor attached to their body and a mobile device that is capable 

of communicating to the Internet; 

. The i eless ECG se so  odule olle ts patie t’s data a d fo a ds it the  mobile device via Blue-tooth 

without user intervention; 

3. A client software in the mobile device transmits the data to the ECG analysis Web Service, which is hosted by 
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a Cloud computing-based software stack.   This communication can happen with a home wireless gate- way or 

di e tl  ia the o ile’s data o e ti it  e.g. o ile G et o k ;  

4. The analysis software carries out numerous computations over the received data taking the reference from 

the e isti g de og aphi  data, a d the patie t’s histo i  data. Computations concern comparison, 

classification, and systematic diagnosis of heartbeats, which can be time-consuming when done for long time 

periods for large number of users; 

. The soft a e the  appe ds the latest esults to the patie t’s histo i  record maintained in private and 

secure Cloud-based storage, so that authenticated users can access it anytime from anywhere. Physicians will 

later interpret the features extracted from the ECG wave- form and decide whether the heartbeat belongs to 

the normal (healthy) sinus rhythm or to an appropriate class of arrhythmia; 

. The diag osis esults a e disse i ated to the patie t’s o ile de i e a d/o  o ito , thei  do to  a d/o  
emergency services at predefined intervals; 

7. The monitoring and computing pro esses a e epeated a o di g to use ’s p efe e e, hi h a  e hou l  
or daily over a long period of time. 

 

Figure: 1.4 ECG Cloud Analysis Model 
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Figure: 1.5 Steps of ECG Cloud Analysis 

 

Task Name Description 

wrsamp Reads the raw data to produce a binary file with specified sample 

frequency, gain, format, etc 

ann2rr Creates an annotation file from ECG data; creates RR interval 

series from ECG annotation files 

ihr Reads an annotation file and produces an instantaneous heart 

rate signal 
Plot Graph Plots the graphs of the heart rate signal, RR interval, etc. 

Table 1.1: ECG Component Analysis 

2. Protein structure prediction 

Protein structure prediction is one of the most important and yet difficult processes for modern computational 

biology and structural bioinformatics. The practical role of protein structure prediction becomes even more 

important in the face of dynamically growing number of protein sequences obtained through the translation of 

DNA sequences coming from large-scale sequencing projects. Protein structure prediction refers to the 

computational procedure that delivers a three-dimensional structure of a protein based on its amino acid 

sequence. Modeling complex protein structures is still challenging. We have designed and developed scalable 

system, called Cloud4PSP, which enables predictions of 3D protein structures with the use of Warecki -

Znamirowski method in Microsoft Azure public cloud. Scalability of the system is provided by Microsoft Azure 

cloud platform. The platform allows creating and publishing user's applications that can be scaled up (vertical 

scalability) or scaled out (horizontal scalability). 

 Case Study 1: Protein Disorder in Completely Sequenced Organisms 
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The goal of this study is to collect evidence for three hypotheses on protein disorder: (1) it is more useful to 

picture disorder as a distinct phenomenon than as an extreme example of protein flexibility; (2) there are 

many very different flavors of protein disorder, but it is advantageous to recognize just two main types, namely, 

well structured and disordered; (3) nature uses protein disorder as a tool to adapt to different environments. 

We predicted protein disorder both on an in-house compute grid and on a compute grid manually setup in the 

Open-nebula cloud service provided by the CSC Finland.  

Data and tool (the PPMI) images for grid nodes in the cloud were downloaded from http://predictprotein.org/. 

The PPMI image was extended with a grid client, and a separate machine instance was used as grid master. 

Predict-protein fo  the lo al g id as i stalled f o  the ai  De ia  eposito . Re ui ed data ases  GB  
were included on a data disk image for cloud machine instances. Input to Predict-protein jobs consisted of 

p otei  se ue es i  total less tha   GB . G id jo  submissions to the local and the cloud grid were manually 

adjusted according to available resources. Over 9 million disorder predictions were made over the course of 

the past few years. 

 Case Study 2: Comprehensive In Silico Mutagenesis of Human Proteome 

This project aims at providing information about the functional effect of every possible point mutation in all 

human proteins, that is, for the replacement of 19*N amino acids for a protein with N residues. Overall, this 

generated 300 million human sequence variants (point mutants). The method SNAP predicted the effect of 

ea h a ia t, that is, ea h o s o ous si gle u leotide pol o phis s  s“NPs  upo  p otei  fu tio . 
These predictions are useful for several reasons.  

First, the study of all possible mutations in human will provide the background against which we can assess the 

effect of mutations that are actually observed between people. This is crucial for both the advance toward 

personalized medicine and health and the understanding of human diversity and variation. Second, our 

o putatio  p o ides ui k look-up  a s e s a aila le fo  all the i po ta t a ia ts that a e o se ed a d 
implied in important phenotypes. The only way to cover those lookups is by precomputing all the possible 

changes. SNAP can take advantage of Predict-protein results for faster processing. With the Predict-protein 

packages presented here, a solution was built in the form of a public Amazon Machine Image (AMI, Ami-

3f5f8156) that allows running Predict-protein on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). We extended an 

Ubuntu-based Star-cluster AMI with Predict-protein a d its e ui ed data ases  GB . Be ause e e  p otei  
can be computed independently, we formed a grid job out of each protein and used the Grid Engine (GE) to 

distribute work on the machine instances.  

We used Star-cluster to auto ate g id setup o  the EC . Be ause a lot of CPU po e  as eeded, the Cluste  
Co pute Eight E t a La ge I sta e  as hose . This i sta e t pe is espe iall  afted fo  ig data with a lot 

of CPU po e . O e i sta e has .  GB e o ,  EC  Co pute U its  I tel Xeo  E -2670, eight-core-

a hite tu e “a d  B idge , a d  GB i sta e sto age. The se ue e a ia ts e e a al zed ased o  
the human reference proteome from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (build 37.3, proteins, 

21MB). We processed 29,036 sequences with 16,618,608 residues. This amounted to predicting the functional 

effect of 315,753,552 individual amino acid changes.  
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Figure: 1.6 PredictProtein Structure 

 

3. Gene Expression Data Analysis 

Gene-expression profiling using DNA micro-arrays can analyze multiple gene markers simultaneously. 

Consequently, it is widely used for cancer prediction. Informative genes can be extracted for predicting 

cancer/non-cancer class or type of diagnosis. The former is more interesting for biologists due to the fact that 

distinguishing sub category of a cancer is a difficult task. Moreover, the accuracy of diagnosis at early stages is 

vital, while most cancer treatments like chemotherapy kill both cancer and non cancer cells, and seriously 

weaken the human defense system. And most of these drugs have both long-term and short-term side effects. 

Classification methods either result in the identification of simple rules for class discovery or the identification 

of highly related genes to a specific cancer. Recently, there have been a number of investigations for class 

discovery of gene expression data sets using machine learning techniques: Decision Tree [3, 11], Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) [4, 14] and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [2]. How- ever, gene expression data sets have a 

unique characteristic: they have high-di e sio al featu es ith fe  sa ples also k o  as the u se of 
di e sio alit . T pi all , a- chine learning methods cannot avoid the over-fitting problem in this situation. 

Additionally, when the search space is vast, most common machine learning techniques could not find a 

suitable solution in a reasonable time frame. 

 XCS overview 

The extended Classifier system (XCS) [20] is the most successful learning classifier systems based on an 

accuracy model. Figure 1, describes the general architecture of the XCS model. XCS maintains a population of 

classifiers and each classifier consist of a condition-action-prediction rule, which maps input features to the 

output signal (or class). 

A te a  ep ese tatio  of the fo  , , # he e # is do ’t a e  fo  the o ditio  a d ,  fo  the a tio  a  
be used.  In addition, real encoding can also be used to accurately describe the environment states.  Input, in 

the form of data instances (a vector of features or genes), is passed to the XCS. A match set [M] is created 
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o sisti g of ules lassifie s  that a  e t igge ed   the gi e  data i sta e.   A o e i g ope ator is used 

to create new matching classifiers when [M] is empty. A prediction array is calculated for [M] that contains an 

estimation of the corresponding rewards for each of the possible actions. Based on the values in the prediction 

array, an action, a (the out- put signal), is selected. In response to a, the reinforcement mechanism is invoked 

and the prediction, p, prediction error, E, accuracy, k, and fitness, F, of the classifier are up- dated. 

 

Figure: 1.7 XCS Architecture 

 

4. Satellite Image Processing 

PCI Geomatics is at the forefront of one of the most challenging applications of Cloud Computing: high volume 

processing of Earth Observation imagery. To play a significant role in the emerging high speed computing 

industry as it relates to imagery, PCI has invested significantly in developing technology that is innovative, 

nimble, portable, scalable, automated, and most of all optimized for high speed performance.  

Cloud Computing Features Benefit/Challenge 

Reduced cost Benefit: Optimize the costs by paying only for what an 

organization uses (Large capital expenses are not required, 

pay incrementally) 

Increased storage Challenge: Transferring large amounts of imagery is time 

consuming and costly. I/O is a specific issue that is more 

challenging to EO industry. 

Highly automated Benefit: Software can be maintained automatically. Cloud 

services include guaranteed machine up times and 

redundancy. 

Flexibility Benefit: Ability to add/remove computing resources as 

required, often automatically based on demand. 
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More mobility Benefit: Simplified, easily accessible management consoles 

that can be managed/ viewed from anywhere. 

Allows IT to shift focus Benefit: No longer having to worry about constant server 

updates and other computing issues – IT can focus on 

innovation. 

Table 1.2: Cloud Computing Featured 

 System Deployment 

The GXL system can be deployed on the Cloud much in the same way a non-cloud based GXL system. The main 

difference is that there is no need to purchase any physical hardware in order to configure a GXL system that 

a  a hie e the stated th oughput e ui e e ts. PCI’s o - Cloud based GXL systems are typically deployed on 

desktop or rack mounted systems, which include a certain set of hardware specifications, including (PCI would 

specify which hardware to purchase): 

- CPU / GPU 

- RAM 

- Disk Storage 

- UPS 

- File Server 

- Network Switch 

- Operating System 

 Large volume processing on the Cloud 

PCI Geomatics has successfully deployed its GXL System to the Amazon Cloud to process large volumes of 

imagery for one of its customers. The following terminology is key to understanding the GXL Cloud system and 

how it is deployed to the Amazon Cloud. 

Gluster:  Main Data Repository (where data is stored, accessed by GXL system) 

License Server : Central node which contains all s/w licenses, dbase for GXL, QA tools 

Processing Nodes:   Cloud based instances (virtual machines) that get allocated for processing, on demand 

AMI:  Amazon Machine Image (preconfigured machine configuration to be used when adding   

                                    new instances 

S3:   Amazon Simple Storage Service – used for data storage (in the case of GXL, Gluster is the  

                                    preferred method over S3 for data storage, due to more efficient handling of I/O 

EC2 :   Elastic Computing – management console within Amazon Cloud Services for  

                                    adding/removing computing resources 

Instance:  A virtual machine – Amazon provides standard configurations that range in processing  
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                                   capability (i.e. Micro, Small, Large, Extra Large) 

5. CRM and ERP 

 

Customer relationship management applications were among the first solutions businesses decided to migrate 

to cloud-based environment. Now, more companies are doing the same with ERP software, according to a 

recent TechTarget report. The news source explained that moving these apps to the cloud is driven by 

organizational demands and the cloud is an ideal choice to support such initiatives because of its cost-

effectiveness. 

Other industry professionals believe CRM and ERP business solutions are even more effective in a cloud -based 

setting. Mark Walker, technical services vice president at Scribe Software, said companies with cloud-based 

apps can improve the pacing of how they run their operations, the news source reported. Walker also said that 

organizations with these systems in place can provide better customer service by having data available to them 

immediately. 

 CRM, ERP more capable in the cloud 

Business 2 Co u it ’s Tho as “to e also elie es that ERP a d CRM appli atio s a e gi e  e  life i  loud-

based environments. The writer explained, however, that large ERP, CRM and HR deployments may still need to 

run on-site, but information from these platforms can be placed in the cloud for data analysis. Other apps 

created for customers are also ideal candidates for the cloud. 

Some businesses are eager to launch most or all of their enterprise applications in the cloud simultaneously. 

This approach may work for smaller businesses, but according to Stone, medium and large organizations may 

want to implement their applications over time to determine their effectiveness. The main goal of migrating to 

the cloud should be to implement apps with minimal impact. 

There a e a  a s to use loud o puti g a d it’s i po ta t to u de sta d he e the iggest e efits 
a  e gai ed,  “to e e plai ed. Po tio s of the i f ast u tu e a  e o ed to the loud o e  ti e allo i g 

you to begin to see a return on your investment ea l  i  the est u tu i g of ou  o puti g esou es.  

But et so e of us eed to a e hat’s o s u ed; the folks tasked ith uildi g out a loud e i o e t eed 
to k o  hat’s hidde  i  the loud i  o de  to uild out a  i f ast u tu e that ill suppo t  such a dynamic, 

elastic environment. 

It is the o s u i g of the i f ast u tu e that akes loud see s so si ple. Be ause e’ e hidi g all the o i g 
parts that need to work in concert to achieve such a fluid environment it appears as if all you need is 

virtualization and voila! The rest will take care of itself. 

But without a dynamic infrastructure supporting all the virtualized applications and, in many cases, 

infrastructure such an environment is exceedingly difficult to build.  

6. Social Networking 

These da s it see s ea l  i possi le to talk a out the e te p ise ithout e tio i g the o ds so ial e  
o  loud.  At fi st gla e, so ial et o ki g sites like Fa e ook, T itte  a d Li kedI  a d loud o puti g 
services like Salesforce.com appear to be separate and distinct technologies from a business as well as a 

technical standpoint. One thing that both technologies have in common is that their growing popularity is 

putting pressure on enterprises to join the bandwagon and adopt them. 

On the social side of things, sites like Facebook and Twitter allow companies to communicate marketing 
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messages to customers through direct channels while professional networking sites like LinkedIn streamline 

the process for recruiting talent. Yammer, an enterprise social network, works much like Facebook but is 

limited to users within a business organization and thus not available to the public. With Yammer, employees 

can post updates about projects they are working on, ask questions, and share links, making it easy to connect 

and collaborate with co-workers in real time. 

Cloud computing vendors like Salesforce.com and Amazon Web Services, meanwhile, provide everything from 

CRM and ERP applications to platforms for deploying applications and infrastructure and storage. Because 

these se i es a e deli e ed o e  the e , e te p ises do ’t eed to u , i stall, o  a age a  soft a e o  
hardware, but can take advantage of the elasticity and scalability of the cloud. 

With so u h uzz a ou d the so ial e  a d the loud, it’s hard not to get caught up in these latest tech 

t e ds a d e s a ed  p o ises of i eased p odu ti it  a d edu ed osts. Befo e goi g so ial  o  sig i g 
up for a Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), however, 

enterprises need to consider exactly how such technologies will add value to their businesses.  

The changing nature of enterprise architectures, however, demands a sophisticated platform that can go 

beyond point-to-point integrations and connect the enterprise with the cloud and social tools in complex 

patterns. At the end of the day, social software and cloud services might be attracting a great deal of attention, 

but enterprises need to get their heads out of the cloud and focus on integration. 

 

Figure: 1.8 Social Cloud 

 

Web Resources: 

http://computer.howstuffworks.com/cloud-computing/cloud-computing2.htm 

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/cloud-computing/2014/02/top-7-most-common-uses-of-cloud-computing/ 

http://www.pewinternet.org/2008/09/12/use-of-cloud-computing-applications-and-services/ 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/bmri/2013/398968/ 
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http://zti.polsl.pl/w3/dmrozek/science/cloud4psp.htm 
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